Can you match these closely related things with their correct definitions?
Andrew has kindly done the first one for you, but he would like your help with the rest. Use the
cues that he has left in the brackets.

1. The digits on your hands are called fingers and those on your feet are called toes. (fingers and toes)
2. ____________ have legs but ____________ don't. (grubs and caterpillars)
3. ____________ is a country in the south Pacific Ocean, while ____________ includes Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and their associated islands. (Australia and Australasia)
4. ____________ (like advice) is a noun while ____________ (like advise) is a verb. (practice and practise)
5. ____________ do not have tails while most ____________ do. (monkeys and apes)
6. ____________ have legs while ____________ have flippers. (turtles and tortoises)
7. The area around the South Pole is called ____________ while the area around the North Pole is called the ____________ (Antarctica and Arctic)
8. The ____________ of a song is the tune while the words are known as the ____________ (lyrics and melody)
9. ____________ rest with their wings lying flat while ____________ rest with their wings held together vertically. (moths and butterflies)
10. In a ____________ competitors must jump 10 obstacles at distances varying between 100 and 400 metres, but in a ____________ competitors must jump 28 obstacles and 7 water jumps over a 3 000-metre course. (hurdle race and steeplechase)
11. ____________ are the written symbols we use for ____________, which are the actual amounts. (numbers and numerals)
12. ____________ is made from vegetable oils while ____________ is made from milk. (butter and margarine)
13. ____________ have a dry, warty skin while ____________ have a smooth, moist skin. (frogs and toads)
14. A small amount of carbon is added to ____________ to make ____________ (Iron and steel)
15. While very similar, ____________ are smaller than ____________ grow to about 2 metres while ____________ can grow to about 4.5 metres. (dolphins and porpoises)